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Sacrifice: Elementals 5-Brigid Kemmerer 2014-10-01 Earth, Fire. Air. Water. One misstep and they lose it
all. For the last time. Michael Merrick understands pressure. He's the only parent his three brothers have
had for years. His power to control Earth could kill someone if he miscalculates. Now an Elemental Guide
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has it in for his family, and he's all that stands in the way. His girlfriend, Hannah, understands pressure
too. She's got a child of her own, and a job as a firefighter that could put her life in danger at any moment.
But there are people who have had enough of Michael's defiance, his family's 'bad luck'. Before he knows
it, Michael's enemies have turned into the Merricks' enemies, and they're armed for war. They're not
interested in surrender. But Michael isn't the white flag type anyway. Everything is set for the final
showdown. Four elements, one family. Will they hold together, or be torn apart?
Spark-Brigid Kemmerer 2011-10-24 Gabriel Merrick plays with fire. Literally. Sometimes he can even
control it. And sometimes he can't. Gabriel has always had his brothers to rely on, especially his twin,
Nick. But when an arsonist starts wreaking havoc on their town, all the signs point to Gabriel. Only he's
not doing it. And no one seems to believe him. Except a shy sophomore named Layne, a brainiac who
dresses in turtlenecks and jeans and keeps him totally off balance. Layne understands family problems,
and she understands secrets. She has a few of her own. Gabriel can't let her guess about his brothers,
about his abilities, about the danger that's right at his heels. But there are some risks he can't help taking.
The fuse is lit. . . Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series "Five hot guys, one tough heroine,
plenty of romance and non-stop action. . . Elemental is the new series to watch." --Inara Scott, author of
The Marked "Overflowing with action, snappy dialog, and hot guys--The Elemental Series will take your
breath away." --Kim Harrington, author of Clarity
Storm-Brigid Kemmerer 2011-10-24 "This book will take your breath away." --Kim Harrington, author of
Clarity and Perception Becca Chandler is suddenly getting all the guys--all the ones she doesn't want. Ever
since her ex-boyfriend spread those lies about her. Then she saves Chris Merrick from a beating in the
school parking lot. Chris is different. Way different: he can control water--just like his brothers can control
fire, wind, and earth. They're powerful. Dangerous. Marked for death. And now that she knows the truth,
so is Becca. Secrets are hard to keep when your life's at stake. When Hunter, the mysterious new kid
around school, turns up with a talent for being in the wrong place at the right time, Becca thinks she can
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trust him. But then Hunter goes head-to-head with Chris, and Becca wonders who's hiding the most
dangerous truth of all. The storm is coming. . . "Five hot guys, one tough heroine, plenty of romance and
non-stop action. . ..Elemental is the new series to watch." --Inara Scott, author of The Marked "Magic,
suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise." --Award-winning author Erica O'Rourke
Spirit-Brigid Kemmerer 2012-07-11 "Original, funny, and romantic, this is the series that YA fans have
been waiting for." --Nocturne Reads With power comes enemies. Lots of them. Hunter Garrity just wants
to be left alone. He's learned the hard way that his unusual abilities come at a price. And he can't seem to
afford any allies. He's up to his neck in hostiles. His grandfather, spoiling for a fight. The Merrick
brothers, who think he ratted them out. Calla, the scheming psycho who wants to use him as bait. Then
there's Kate Sullivan, the new girl at school. She's not hostile. She's bold. Funny. Hot. But she's got an
agenda, too. With supposedly secret powers rippling to the surface everywhere around him, Hunter knows
something ugly is about to go down. But finding out what means he'll have to find someone he can trust. . .
Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series "Magic, suspense, and enough twists to keep you
reading until sunrise. An incredible start to the series!" --Award winning author Erica O'Rourke "A
refreshingly human paranormal romance. . . Read fast and keep that heart rate up." --Kirkus Reviews on
Storm
Elemental-Brigid Kemmerer 2012-04-01 Earth, Fire, Air, Water – they are more than you dream. As an air
Elemental, 17-year-old Emily Morgan doesn't have much power. That's okay--she knows what happens to
kids who do. Like Michael Merrick. He's an earth Elemental, one with enough power to level cities. Which
makes him sexy, dangerous, and completely off limits. At least according to Emily's family. But her
summer job puts her in close contact with Michael, and neither of them can help the attraction they feel.
When forces of nature like theirs collide, one misstep could get someone killed. Because Emily's family
doesn't just want her to stay away from him. They want him dead. Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The
Elemental Series "Magic, suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise. An incredible
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start to the series!" --Award winning author Erica O'Rourke "Overflowing with action, snappy dialog, and
hot guys--The Elemental Series will take your breath away." --Kim Harrington, author of Clarity "Plenty of
romance and non-stop action. . ..Elemental is the new series to watch." --Inara Scott, author of The
Marked 12,000 Words
Sacrifice-Brigid Kemmerer 2014-09-30 "Kemmerer will melt your heart and blow your mind." --#1 New
York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout One misstep and they lose it all. For the last time.
Michael Merrick is used to pressure. He's the only parent his three brothers have had for years. His power
to control Earth could kill someone if he miscalculates. Now an Elemental Guide has it out for his family,
and he's all that stands in the way. His girlfriend, Hannah, gets that. She's got a kid of her own, and a job
as a firefighter that could end her life without a moment's notice. But there are people who have had
enough of Michael's defiance, his family's "bad luck." Before he knows it, Michael's enemies have turned
into the Merricks' enemies, and they're armed for war. They're not interested in surrender. But Michael
isn't the white flag type anyway. There will be blood on the ground tonight. . . Praise for Brigid Kemmerer
and The Elemental Series "Magic, suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise.!" -Award winning author Erica O'Rourke "A refreshingly human paranormal romance. . . Read fast and keep
that heart rate up." --Kirkus Reviews on Storm
Thicker Than Water-Brigid Kemmerer 2015-12 When Thomas Bellweather is framed for his mother's
murder, the only person who believes him is Charlotte Rooker, whose friend was murdered similarly
twenty years ago, and both investigate to find answers that may get them killed.
Fearless-Brigid Kemmerer 2012-08-01 Being a force of nature doesn't keep you safe. Hunter Garrity is
used to watching his back. The kids at school sense something different about him. And they're right.
Hunter has powers that have nothing to do with how hard he can throw a punch. Maybe that's what Clare
Kasten is picking up. She's shy, quiet, and intense, but she's sought him out. There's no telling what she
wants from him. But Hunter knows enough to sense a secret when it's close. And getting close to Clare is
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a danger he's ready to face. . . "Plenty of romance and non-stop action. . ..Elemental is the new series to
watch." --Inara Scott, author of The Marked Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series "Magic,
suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise. An incredible start to the series!" --Award
winning author Erica O'Rourke "Overflowing with action, snappy dialog, and hot guys--The Elemental
Series will take your breath away." --Kim Harrington, author of Clarity Brigid Kemmerer finds time to
write between her family and her day job, but sometimes she ends up mothering her coworkers and
managing her family. 11,000 Words
Breathless-Brigid Kemmerer 2013-05-01 "The series that YA fans have been waiting for." --Nocturne Reads
Too many secrets. Not enough time. Nick Merrick is supposed to be the level-headed one. The
peacemaker. Since it's just him and his three hotheaded brothers against the world, that's a survival
tactic. But now he's got problems even his brothers can't help him survive. His so-called girlfriend, Quinn,
is going quick as mercury from daring to crazy. Meanwhile, Quinn's dancer friend Adam is throwing Nick
off balance, forcing him to recognize a truth he'd rather shove back into the dark. He can feel it--the
atmosphere is sizzling. Danger is on the way. But whatever happens next, Nick is starting to find out-sometimes nothing you do can keep the peace. Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series
"Magic, suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise. An incredible start to the series!" -Award winning author Erica O'Rourke "A refreshingly human paranormal romance. . . Read fast and keep
that heart rate up." --Kirkus Reviews on Storm 14,598 Words
More Than We Can Tell-Brigid Kemmerer 2018-03-06 With loving adoptive parents by his side, Rev
Fletcher has managed to keep the demons of his past at bay. . . until he gets a letter from his abusive
father and the trauma of his childhood comes hurtling back. Emma Blue's parents are constantly fighting,
and her only escape is the computer game she built from scratch. But when a cruel online troll's
harassment escalates, she not only loses confidence but starts to fear for her safety. When Rev and Emma
meet, they're both longing to lift the burden of their secrets. They connect instantly and deeply, promising
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to help each other no matter what. But soon Rev and Emma's secrets threaten to crush them, and they'll
need more than a promise to find their way out. From the author of Letters to the Lost comes a new
compulsively readable story for fans of Nicola Yoon.
A Curse So Dark and Lonely-Brigid Kemmerer 2019-01-29 A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything
you'd want in a retelling of a classic fairy tale." - Jodi Picoult, New York Times bestselling author of A
Spark of Light and Small Great Things "Absolutely spellbinding." - Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Caraval and Legendary In a lush, contemporary fantasy retelling of Beauty and the
Beast, Brigid Kemmerer gives readers another compulsively readable romance perfect for fans of Marissa
Meyer. Fall in love, break the curse. It once seemed so easy to Prince Rhen, the heir to Emberfall. Cursed
by a powerful enchantress to repeat the autumn of his eighteenth year over and over, he knew he could be
saved if a girl fell for him. But that was before he learned that at the end of each autumn, he would turn
into a vicious beast hell-bent on destruction. That was before he destroyed his castle, his family, and every
last shred of hope. Nothing has ever been easy for Harper. With her father long gone, her mother dying,
and her brother barely holding their family together while constantly underestimating her because of her
cerebral palsy, she learned to be tough enough to survive. But when she tries to save someone else on the
streets of Washington, DC, she's instead somehow sucked into Rhen's cursed world. Break the curse, save
the kingdom. A prince? A monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know where she is or what to believe. But as
she spends time with Rhen in this enchanted land, she begins to understand what's at stake. And as Rhen
realizes Harper is not just another girl to charm, his hope comes flooding back. But powerful forces are
standing against Emberfall . . . and it will take more than a broken curse to save Harper, Rhen, and his
people from utter ruin.
Send Me Their Souls-Sara Wolf 2020-11-03 There are worse things than death. With the rise of Varia
d’Malvane comes the fall of the Mist Continent. Cavanos is overrun by the brutal rampage of the valkerax,
led by its former crown princess. Vetris is gone. Helkyris is gone. As each mighty nation falls, the grip of
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the crown princess closes around the throat of the world. But Zera Y’shennria isn’t out yet. Alongside
Malachite, Fione, Yorl, and her love Lucien, Zera seeks aid from the High Witches and the Black Archives,
with the valkerax horde hot on their heels. Seemingly unstoppable, Varia can track Zera through her
dreams, ensuring there is nowhere to run. Thankfully, an ancient book holds the key to stopping the
incursion forever. But at what cost comes freedom? At what cost comes love? At what cost comes the end
of the world, and the beginning of a new one? The Bring Me Their Hearts series is best enjoyed in order.
Reading Order: Book #1 Bring Me Their Hearts Book #2 Find Me Their Bones Book #3 Send Me Their
Souls
Secret-Brigid Kemmerer 2014-01-28 Keep his brother's business going or the Merricks will be out on the
street. Keep the secret of where he's going in the evenings from his own twin--or he'll lose his family. Keep
his mind off the hot, self-assured dancer who's supposed to be his "girlfriend's" partner. Of course there's
also the homicidal freak Quinn has taken to hanging around, and the Elemental Guide counting the hours
until he can try again to kill the Merrick brothers. There's a storm coming. From all sides. And then some.
Nick Merrick, can you keep it together? Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series "Magic,
suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise.!" --Award winning author Erica O'Rourke
"A refreshingly human paranormal romance. . . Read fast and keep that heart rate up." --Kirkus Reviews
on Storm
Dance of Shadows-Yelena Black 2013 Dark forces are unleashed by the intense passion of one young ballet
dancer in a dark, seductive and highly dramatic thriller.
Elementals-Jared Files 2014-04-14 In the near future, much of the globe wages war against the virtaiyu: a
high-tech alien race ? and humanity?s greatest threat. Drafted alongside all other seventeen-year-old
males, Kaiba Cassidy prepares for the battlefront and struggles with leaving behind everything he has
ever known. Simultaneously, Nassira Arujo works desperately in the Brazilian rainforest to keep her
family?s refugee camp safe, and Emily Sursten tries to convince herself that the bliss of Australia can last.
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Kaiba, Nassira and Emily have no idea that their fates are intertwined until each discovers an Elemental
Sphere: a mysterious orb that fuses to their bodies and bestows the capability to control an element of
nature. But the trio finds that their new powers come with unexpected consequences, and if they are to
keep themselves and their loved ones safe, they will have to fight to prevent the elements from falling into
the wrong hands while maintaining their humanity in the process?
Letters to the Lost-Brigid Kemmerer 2017-04-04 "Juliet Young has always written letters to her mother, a
world famous photojournalist--even after her mother's death, she leaves letters at her grave. When Declan
finds a haunting letter left beside a grave, he can't resist the urge to write back. Soon, he is sharing his
pain with a perfect stranger. When real life interferes with their secret life of letters, Juliet and Declan
discover truths that might tear them apart"-Loki-Mackenzi Lee 2019-09-03 An epic tale across the realms. A deadly power that spans millennia. A
story of struggle and betrayal, this adventure is told through the patchwork past of Marvel's most
misunderstood mischief-maker of all time: Loki: Trickster. God of Asgard. Brother. This is the first of three
young adult novels from New York Times best-selling author Mackenzi Lee that explores the untapped
potential of popular characters in the Marvel Universe. The novels focus on exploring the duality of
heroism in specific character stories from the Marvel Universe.
A Heart So Fierce and Broken-Brigid Kemmerer 2020-01-07 In the sequel to New York Times bestselling A
Curse So Dark and Lonely, Brigid Kemmerer returns to the world of Emberfall in a lush fantasy where
friends become foes and love blooms in the darkest of places. Find the heir, win the crown. The curse is
finally broken, but Prince Rhen of Emberfall faces darker troubles still. Rumors circulate that he is not the
true heir and that forbidden magic has been unleashed in Emberfall. Although Rhen has Harper by his
side, his guardsman Grey is missing, leaving more questions than answers. Win the crown, save the
kingdom. Grey may be the heir, but he doesn't want anyone to know his secret. On the run since he
destroyed Lilith, he has no desire to challenge Rhen--until Karis Luran once again threatens to take
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Emberfall by force. Her own daughter Lia Mara sees the flaws in her mother's violent plan, but can she
convince Grey to stand against Rhen, even for the good of Emberfall? The heart-pounding, compulsively
readable saga continues as loyalties are tested and new love blooms in a kingdom on the brink of war.
Collateral Damage-Taylor Simonds 2019-06-25 Featured in Writer's Digest, Kirkus Reviews, Hypable, and
MuggleNet. "A spunky and jubilant love letter to superhero fans." -Kirkus Reviews Power. Courage.
Invincibility. The marks of a true hero. Meg Sawyer has none of these things. Meg has never stopped a
moving bus with her bare hands, been bitten by a radioactive insect, or done anything moderately
resembling saving the world. She doesn't have to. She's a background citizen, a nobody, one of the
swarms of faceless civilians of Lunar City--where genetically enhanced superhumans straight out of the
comics have thwarted evil for years. For as long as the Supers have existed, Meg has had one goal: to not
become a casualty in their near-daily battles for justice. And for the last seventeen years, she's managed
to do just that. Sure, her minimum-wage job at the local coffee shop isn't great, she can't even leave her
apartment without loading herself up with protective gear, and her car was just hijacked to throw at a
supervillain (again), but she's not dead yet. But when Meg accidentally finds one of the city's perfect,
invincible protectors murdered under extremely suspicious circumstances, her whole "innocent bystander"
strategy falls apart. After being coerced by his determined girlfriend into a mission to help prevent the
deaths of the remaining Supers, Meg finds herself forced into the foreground of a story she never wanted
to be part of-one that challenges everything she thought she knew about both her city and herself.
"Simonds writes smart and sassy characters but takes the time to give them emotional depth..." MuggleNet
A Vow So Bold and Deadly-Brigid Kemmerer 2021-01-26 Kingdoms will clash. Choose your side. The
incredible conclusion to New York Times bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer's Cursebreaker series. Face
your fears, fight the battle. Emberfall is crumbling fast, torn between those who believe Rhen is the
rightful prince and those who are eager to begin a new era under Grey, the true heir. Grey has agreed to
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wait two months before attacking Emberfall, and in that time, Rhen has turned away from everyone--even
Harper, as she desperately tries to help him find a path to peace. Fight the battle, save the kingdom.
Meanwhile, Lia Mara struggles to rule Syhl Shallow with a gentler hand than her mother. But after
enjoying decades of peace once magic was driven out of their lands, some of her subjects are angry Lia
Mara has an enchanted prince and a magical scraver by her side. As Grey's deadline draws nearer, Lia
Mara questions if she can be the queen her country needs. As the two kingdoms come closer to conflict,
loyalties are tested, love is threatened, and an old enemy resurfaces who could destroy them all, in this
stunning conclusion to bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer's Cursebreaker series.
Call It What You Want-Brigid Kemmerer 2019-06-25 New York Times bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer
pens a new emotionally compelling story about two teens struggling in the space between right and
wrong. When his dad is caught embezzling funds from half the town, Rob goes from popular lacrosse
player to social pariah. Even worse, his father's failed suicide attempt leaves Rob and his mother
responsible for his care. Everyone thinks of Maegan as a typical overachiever, but she has a secret of her
own after the pressure got to her last year. And when her sister comes home from college pregnant,
keeping it from her parents might be more than she can handle. When Rob and Maegan are paired
together for a calculus project, they're both reluctant to let anyone through the walls they've built. But
when Maegan learns of Rob's plan to fix the damage caused by his father, it could ruin more than their
fragile new friendship . . . In her compulsively readable storytelling, Brigid Kemmerer pens another
captivating, heartfelt novel that asks the question: Is it okay to do something wrong for the right reasons?
Fade to Black-Alex Flinn 2012-03-13 Three perspectives -- one truth The victim: After his windshield was
shattered with a baseball bat, HIV-positive Alex Crusan ducked under the steering wheel. But he knows
what he saw. Now he must decide what he wants to tell. The witness: Daria Bickell never lies. So if she
told the police she saw Clinton Cole do it, she must have. But did she really? The suspect: Clinton was
seen in the vicinity of the crime that morning. And sure, he has problems with Alex. But he'd never do
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something like this. Would he?
The Weird Sisters-Eleanor Brown 2012 Unwillingly brought together to care for their ailing mother, three
sisters who were named after famous Shakespearean characters discover that everything they have been
avoiding may prove more worthwhile than expected. A first novel. Reprint. A New York Times best-seller.
The Fandom-Anna Day 2018-01-04 Violet's in her element - cosplay at the ready, she can't wait to feel part
of her favourite fandom: 'The Gallows Dance', a mega book and movie franchise. But when a freak
accident transports her into the story for real, can Violet play out the plot the way it was written?
The Marked-Inara Scott 2012-04-03 Danica and her powers have earned her an invitation to join the
program at Delcroix. The school says she will be using her powers for good, but there's a voice inside her
that thinks otherwise.
Pear Shaped-Stella Newman 2014-06-26 Girl meets boy. Girl loses boy. Girl loses mind. Sophie Klein walks
into a bar one Friday night and her life changes. She meets James Stephens: charismatic, elusive, and with
a hosiery model ex who casts a long, thin shadow over their burgeoning relationship. HeÕs clever, funny
and shares her greatest pleasure in life - to eat and drink slightly too much and then have a little lie down.
SophieÕs instinct tells her James is too good to be true - and he is. An exploration of love, heartbreak, selfimage, self-deception and lots of food. Pear Shaped is in turns smart, laugh-out-loud funny and above all,
recognizable to women everywhere. The smash hit UK Number One bestseller What people are saying
about Pear Shaped 'What a fantastic book. Really quite brilliant, way superior to standard chick-litso well
written, fresh, insightful, funnyhonest and very contemporary. Fantastic dialogue. Great characters.
There's so much that's fresh and fun, including the food world which I loved.' Henry Fitzherbert, Sunday
Express 'If you are a girl with a passion for food, this modern city heartbreak is the book for you.' Heat
Magazine 'A fabulous first novel by a British writerHer writing is witty and snappy and she is hilarious on
the food industry I also found her fascinating on the methodology of contemporary dating.' Wendy Holden
'Pear Shaped is Stella's first book and what a victorious debut it is. With a wonderful lead character who is
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impossible not to like, a horrible boyfriend, witty dialogue and a vast quantity of delicious sweets and
desserts, this book is for anyone who has loved and lost. A sharp, refreshing and occasionally sad story,
that tells beautifully, of the balance between love and insanity, it is an honest tale of discovery and finally
accepting who you are, cellulite marks and all.' Handwritten Girl 'Pear Shaped is the best sort of guilty
pleasure, from the copious puddings our heroine Sophie tests in her day job, to the relationship she just
knows is wrong for her but can't seem to give up. You'll shout out loud willing her to dump him, and cry
with laughter as you recognise all the daft things we do when we're in love. And then you'll have a second
helping of pudding and fall in love with Stella Newman's quick wit and her clever portrayal of that delicate
balance between food, love and insanity.' Kathleen Baird-Murray 'It reminded me of a lemon meringue pie:
sharp and sweet and satisfying all at once. It's funny, sad and uplifting Sophie Klein's every woman who's
stood in front of a mirror and hated herself, and we adore her for that, and for finally delivering a Toxic
Bachelor a good kick up the arse. It's a belter.' Kate Long 'Achingly funny, searingly honest, Pear Shaped
is quite simply the freshest thing I've ever read. Take note of the name Stella Newman. A must for anyone
who's ever loved, lost.or eaten too much dessert.' Claudia Carroll
Blood Red Road-Moira Young 2011-06-07 The book that will “blow you away”** has a dazzling new look in
paperback! Saba has spent her whole life in Silverlake, a dried-up wasteland ravaged by constant
sandstorms. The Wrecker civilization has long been destroyed, leaving only landfills for Saba and her
family to scavenge from. That's fine by her, as long as her beloved twin brother Lugh is around. But when
four cloaked horsemen capture Lugh, Saba's world is shattered, and she embarks on a quest to get him
back. Suddenly thrown into the lawless, ugly reality of the outside world, Saba discovers she is a fierce
fighter, an unbeatable survivor, and a cunning opponent. Teamed up with a handsome daredevil named
Jack and a gang of girl revolutionaries called the Free Hawks, Saba’s unrelenting search for Lugh stages a
showdown that will change the course of her own civilization. Blood Red Road has a searing pace, a poetic
writing style, and an epic love story—making Moira Young is one of the most exciting new voices in teen
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fiction.
Spark: Elementals 2-Brigid Kemmerer 2012-10-01 He plays with fire. She's been burned before. Are they a
perfect match? Gabriel Merrick plays with fire. Sometimes he can even control it. Sometimes. Gabriel has
always had his brothers to rely on, especially his twin, Nick. But when an arsonist starts wreaking havoc
on their town, all the signs point to Gabriel. Layne wants to help him. She understands family problems,
and she understands secrets. She has a few of her own. Gabriel can't let her guess about his brothers,
about his abilities, about the danger that's right at his heels. But there are some risks he can't help taking.
The fuse is lit...
Ashlords-Scott Reintgen 2020 Follows alchemists Imelda, Adrian, and Pippa as they reach for their dreams
of glory riding phoenix horses at The Races, the modern spectacle that has replaced warfare within their
empire.
Cast in Firelight-Dana Swift 2021-01-19 "Adraa and Jatin are royal heirs of their respective kingdoms,
masterful with magic, and their arranged marriage will unite two of Wickery's most powerful territoriesexcept, they don't get along. Now, with the criminal underbelly suddenly making a move for control, the
pair must learn to put their trust in the other if either is to uncover the real threat"-The Gilded Wolves-Roshani Chokshi 2019-01-15 *AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* From
New York Times bestselling author Roshani Chokshi comes The Gilded Wolves, a novel set in Paris during
a time of extraordinary change--one that is full of mystery, decadence, and dangerous desires... No one
believes in them. But soon no one will forget them. It's 1889. The city is on the cusp of industry and
power, and the Exposition Universelle has breathed new life into the streets and dredged up ancient
secrets. Here, no one keeps tabs on dark truths better than treasure-hunter and wealthy hotelier Séverin
Montagnet-Alarie. When the elite, ever-powerful Order of Babel coerces him to help them on a mission,
Séverin is offered a treasure that he never imagined: his true inheritance. To hunt down the ancient
artifact the Order seeks, Séverin calls upon a band of unlikely experts: An engineer with a debt to pay. A
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historian banished from his home. A dancer with a sinister past. And a brother in arms if not blood.
Together, they will join Séverin as he explores the dark, glittering heart of Paris. What they find might
change the course of history--but only if they can stay alive.
Storm: Elementals 1-Brigid Kemmerer 2012-05-01 Four brothers, four powerful elements, and one girl
caught in the middle. When Becca Chandler saves Chris Merrick from being beaten up in the school
parking lot, she has no idea how dramatically this one action will change her life. Because Chris Merrick is
no ordinary guy and neither are his three older brothers. The Merrick boys are Elementals. Hot. Powerful.
Dangerous. Marked for death. And now that she knows the truth, so is Becca. With her life at stake, she
doesn't know who to trust or whose secrets she should keep. Hunter, the mysterious new kid with a talent
for being in the wrong place at the right time, might be the one boy Becca can put her faith in. But with
two boys vying for her affections, and pressure rising all around her, will she find out in time who's hiding
the most dangerous truth of all? Earth, Fire, Air, Water - the storm is coming...
Wait for Me-Caroline Leech 2017-01-31 Perfect for fans of Code Name Verity and The Girl in the Blue
Coat, Wait for Me, from debut author Caroline Leech, brings a fresh new voice, and a perfect blend of
sweet romance and historical fiction, to a much-loved genre. It’s 1945, and Lorna Anderson’s life on her
father’s farm in Scotland consists of endless chores and rationing, knitting Red Cross scarves, and praying
for an Allied victory. So when Paul Vogel, a German prisoner of war, is assigned as the new farmhand,
Lorna is appalled. How can she possibly work alongside the enemy when her own brothers are risking
their lives for their country? But as Lorna reluctantly spends time with Paul, she feels herself changing.
The more she learns about him—from his time fighting a war he doesn’t believe in, to his life back home in
Germany—the more she sees the boy behind the soldier. Soon Lorna is battling her own warring heart.
Loving Paul could mean losing her family and the life she’s always known. With tensions rising all around
them, Lorna must decide how much she’s willing to sacrifice before the end of the war determines their
fate.
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Kingdom of Ash and Briars-Hannah West 2016-09-15 Welcome to Nissera, land of three kingdoms and
home to spectacular magic. Bristal, a sixteen-year-old kitchen maid, finds herself in a gritty fairy tale gone
wrong when she discovers she has magic in her blood. She's descended from an ancient line of immortal
sorcerers called elicromancers—a race that has all but died out in her world, but only two remain in
Nissera after a bloody civil war. Bristal joins their ranks without knowing that one of them has a dark
secret . . . Tamarice is plotting a quest to overthrow the realm's nobility and take charge herself.
Together, Bristal and Brack must guard the three kingdoms of Nissera against Tamarice's black
elicromancy. There are princesses to protect, royal alliances to forge, and fierce monsters to battle—all
with the hope of preserving peace. With clever homages to Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, and the Chinese
legend of Hua Mulan, Hannah West makes a fast-paced, exciting, and wholly original debut. The Nissera
Chronicles begin here and continue with Fields of Fire, a short story set against the events of Kingdom of
Ash and Briars, and Realm of Ruins, a gripping companion novel. "One of the best books I've ever
read."—C.J. Redwine, New York Times best-selling author of The Shadow Queen "A world both terrifying
and wonderful."—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Untold-Sarah Rees Brennan 2013-08-29 In this second book in the Lynburn Legacy, the sorcerous roots of
Sorry-in-the-Vale have been exposed. Now no one in the town is safe, and everyone has to choose sides.
Will the townspeople (magical and not) become "owned" by the sorcerers who believe it is their right to
rule? Or will it continue in a more modern vein, with the presence of the sorcerers playing a quieter--and
much less violent--role. If Kami Glass has anything to say about it, evil will not win. Despite having given
up her own piece of magic, she is determined to do everything she can to make a difference. And whether
they want to or not, her circle of friends (and potential boyfriends) will not be able to help but follow her
and go along with her unusual schemes and battle tactics.
A Treason of Thorns-Laura Weymouth 2020-03-05 An enchanting, lyrical novel from the acclaimed author
of The Light Between Worlds. When her father is convicted of treason, Violet is exiled from her beloved
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ancestral home, Burleigh House. One of the six great estates of England, its magic once kept her well enchantment in its bricks and mortar providing secret hiding places, even lighting fires on the coldest
nights. However, on her return Violet discovers that the place has gone wild with grief. Vines and briars
are crumbling the walls. Magic that once fed the land has turned dark and deadly, twisting blooms into
thorns, poisoning livestock and destroying crops. Now Violet must decide if her destiny is set in stone, and
how far she will go to save Burleigh - before it destroys everything ... including the boy she loves.
The Vault of Dreamers-Caragh M. O'Brien 2014-09-16 The Forge School is the most prestigious arts
school in the country. The secret to its success: every moment of the students' lives is televised as part of
the insanely popular Forge Show, and the students' schedule includes twelve hours of induced sleep
meant to enhance creativity. But when first year student Rosie Sinclair skips her sleeping pill, she
discovers there is something off about Forge. In fact, she suspects that there are sinister things going on
deep below the reaches of the cameras in the school. What's worse is, she starts to notice that the ridges
of her consciousness do not feel quite right. And soon, she unearths the ghastly secret that the Forge
School is hiding—and what it truly means to dream there. From Caragh M. O'Brien, author of the
Birthmarked trilogy comes the first book in a new series, The Vault of Dreamers, a fast-paced,
psychologically thrilling novel about what happens when your dreams are not your own.
Ash Princess-Laura Sebastian 2018-04-24 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! "Made for fans
of Victoria Aveyard and Sabaa Tahir" (Bustle), Ash Princess is an epic new fantasy about a throne cruelly
stolen and a girl who must fight to take it back for her people. Theodosia was six when her country was
invaded and her mother, the Fire Queen, was murdered before her eyes. On that day, the Kaiser took
Theodosia's family, her land, and her name. Theo was crowned Ash Princess--a title of shame to bear in
her new life as a prisoner. For ten years Theo has been a captive in her own palace. She's endured the
relentless abuse and ridicule of the Kaiser and his court. She is powerless, surviving in her new world only
by burying the girl she was deep inside. Then, one night, the Kaiser forces her to do the unthinkable. With
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blood on her hands and all hope of reclaiming her throne lost, she realizes that surviving is no longer
enough. But she does have a weapon: her mind is sharper than any sword. And power isn't always won on
the battlefield. For ten years, the Ash Princess has seen her land pillaged and her people enslaved. That
all ends here. "Sure to be one of the summer's most talked about YAs. . . . A darkly enchanting page-turner
you won't be able to put down."-Bustle
The Sexual Politics of Meat-Carol J. Adams 2000 New Tenth Anniversary edition of this classic text with a
new preface by the author, compares myths about meat-eating with myths about manliness, and seeks to
explore the literary, scientific, and social connections between meat-eating, male dominance, and war.
Furies of Calderon-Jim Butcher 2005 In the land of Alera, where people bond with the furies--elementals of
earth, air, fire, water, and metal--young Tavi struggles to cope with his lack of magical talent, until his
homeland erupts into conflct between rebels and loyalists and Tavi discovers that he holds the key to his
realm's survival. Reprint.
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